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Abstract: In this paper we propose a system called Spam Detector to find out spam reviews of particular product. This framework uses spam features which helps to review datasets. In proposed system four different categories of features are included such as review behavioral (based on behaviour of review), user behavioral (based on behaviour of user), review linguistic (based on linguistic pattern of review) and user linguistic (based on linguistic pattern of user). In today’s world, most of people take decision based on information available through social media on a topic or product. Due to this it is possible that anyone can post a review for a particular product which give a chance for spammers to post junk reviews related to particular product and facilities. To find out such spammers and the spam review is becoming important. Some methods exist to cope up with this problem, but these methods hardly detect spam reviews, and are not based on the extracted feature type. Weight of spam features are used to gain better results in the form of different aspects tested on real world review datasets. Here the used dataset is from Amazon websites. The experimental results show that Spam Detector beats the present method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We all know that in today’s day to day life social Media or any online portals dramatically play an important role in information reproduction and expansion of same. For manufacturers, social media is important source in their advertising campaigns as well as for clients for making choice about products and services. In addition to this reviews of a particular product are helpful to service providers, manufacturers to increase the quality of their products and services. Hence for commercial success, these reviews and ratings are now become critical aspect. Positive reviews are beneficial for business growth and negative reviews lead to economic losses. The reviews which are deliberately written regarding product or service so that user’s mind should get changed and users should think differently about that product or service are considered as spam. Such reviews are commonly written in exchange for money either to promote or demote business. Adding or removing features weight can scale time complexity and set it with some specific level of accuracy. This weighting results in and one can use less features with more weights to obtain improved accuracy having minimum time complexity. Classification of the features can be done in four different categories. Those are like which based on behaviour of review called review behavioral, user behavioral means based on behaviour of user, review linguistic i.e. based on linguistic pattern of review and user linguistic means based on linguistic pattern of user. This differentiation is helpful to interpret that how much is the contribution of each feature for spam detection. We propose Spam Detector framework which implement new spam feature’s weighting method. It determines the importance i.e. weight of every feature and also it shows how features are effective in identifying spams out of normal reviews. Spam Detector improves time complexity. Time complexity depends on the number of features that are used to identify a spam review. Hence if features having more weights are used then fake reviews can be detected in less time complexity. Spam Detector find out the spam reviews based on feature weight.

II. RELATED WORK

Following are some existing studies and approaches related for Spam Detector:-

In article [1] Author proposed that the reviews which are present on the Yelp website, out of that 20% reviews are actually spam reviews. Article [2] and [3] justify the techniques which are used to determine spam reviews and spammers. It also state different type of analysis regarding same. Article [4] many features which are heterogeneous are used pair wise to detect the colluders. Also they state that pair wise feature can directly model behaviour of colluders. Article [5] shows the classification of techniques into different family. Few of those uses linguistic patterns found in text and these are generally based on unigram and bigram and in [6] it stated that spammers writes spam reviews consistently and two view training algorithm gives better output than single view co-training algorithm.

Article [7], [8], [9] have explanation of classification of techniques based on user behaviour. Article [10] contains the categorization of methods depends on user behavioral patterns. And it is mostly metadata based. Some classification techniques which uses graphs as well as graph-based algorithms and classifiers are discussed in article[11] and [12].
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Also[13] have graph based techniques explained and it states that syntactic patterns is helpful to find dishonest writing. Article [14] model a behavioral movement to find out spam review. It possess scoring method of aggregated behaviour to rank reviews

FraudInformer- existing system consider only Linguistic features to find out spam reviews. It focuses on some linguistic pattern like content similarity in reviews, use of special characters and use of capitals letters. It shows that how users or clients are describing their feeling, notion or idea about what they have experienced as a customer of a certain product

III. SPAM DETECTOR SYSTEM

The Spam Detector framework consider feature’s weight which is used to compute the final labels for reviews as spam or not spam. Spam Detector framework is proposed to state the comparative weight of each and every feature. Spam Detector is able to find feature’s weight. And it can be happened depends on values which are calculated for every review. This will boost the accuracy in terms of time complexity as fake reviews can be detected easily within less time complexity by using some features which having more weights. Features involved in spam detection are:

1) Features based on Review-Behavioral fashion: This kind of feature is depends on meta data and not on the test present in review. It contains two features and those are Early time frame as well as Threshold rating deviation of review.

2) Features based on Review-Linguistic fashion: This sort of features are based on the review itself. These are extracted directly from the text and content of the review. In this work we use two main features those are the Ratio of 1st Personal Pronouns and the Ratio of exclamation sentences which contain ‘!’ in review.

3) Features based on User-Behavioral fashion: This type of features are particularized to individual client and they can be calculated per client. This sort of feature is useful to check out all of the reviews written and posted by that particular user. This category has two main features and those are review burstiness, and the average of a user’s negative ratio given to the product.

4) Features based on User-Linguistic fashion: These features are pull out from the user’s language and it shows how they are sharing their feeling regarding what the have experienced as a consumer of a product. This type of features can be used to understand how a spammer communicates in terms of wording .It contain feature like - Average Content . It show how much two reviews given by two different clients are similar with other because spammers generally use existing template to write similar reviews for a product.

Also[13] have graph based techniques explained and it states that syntactic patterns is helpful to find dishonest writing. Article [14] model a behavioral movement to find out spam review. It possess scoring method of aggregated behaviour to rank reviews

FraudInformer- existing system consider only Linguistic features to find out spam reviews. It focuses on some linguistic pattern like content similarity in reviews, use of special characters and use of capitals letters. It shows that how users or clients are describing their feeling, notion or idea about what they have experienced as a customer of a certain product

III. SPAM DETECTOR SYSTEM

The Spam Detector framework consider feature’s weight which is used to compute the final labels for reviews as spam or not spam. Spam Detector framework is proposed to state the comparative weight of each and every feature. Spam Detector is able to find feature’s weight. And it can be happened depends on values which are calculated for every review. This will boost the accuracy in terms of time complexity as fake reviews can be detected easily within less time complexity by using some features which having more weights. Features involved in spam detection are:

1) Features based on Review-Behavioral fashion: This kind of feature is depends on meta data and not on the test present in review. It contains two features and those are Early time frame as well as Threshold rating deviation of review.

2) Features based on Review-Linguistic fashion: This sort of features are based on the review itself. These are extracted directly from the text and content of the review. In this work we use two main features those are the Ratio of 1st Personal Pronouns and the Ratio of exclamation sentences which contain ‘!’ in review.

3) Features based on User-Behavioral fashion: This type of features are particularized to individual client and they can be calculated per client. This sort of feature is useful to check out all of the reviews written and posted by that particular user. This category has two main features and those are review burstiness, and the average of a user’s negative ratio given to the product.

4) Features based on User-Linguistic fashion: These features are pull out from the user’s language and it shows how they are sharing their feeling regarding what the have experienced as a consumer of a product. This type of features can be used to understand how a spammer communicates in terms of wording .It contain feature like - Average Content . It show how much two reviews given by two different clients are similar with other because spammers generally use existing template to write similar reviews for a product.
And hence at the end they have similar reviews.

**Number of first Person Pronouns in review, Ratio of Exclamation Sentences containing ‘!’ in review**: Previous studies show that spammers generally use first personal pronouns in less fashion and they mostly use second personal pronouns more. And over again spammers place ‘!’ in their review to increase visual aspect on users and foreground their reviews among all.

**ALGORITHM**: Spam Detector

Input: Review dataset
Output: Feature weight and spamicity label
1: Start: Load dataset in database
2: for each user(u)
3: for each written review (r) about each product (p)
4: if r > 1 i.e multiple review for same product by same user in minimum time then
5: calculate Burstiness
6: end if
7: for each rating (ri)
8: Calculate rate deviation
9: End for
10: for each review
11: Calculate negative ratio
12: End for
13: for each review
14: Calculate early time frame
15: End for
16: If this review matches with some other
17: Calculate average content similarity
18: End if
19: for each review
20: Calculate first person pronoun
21: End for
22: End for
23: End

**IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

Four datasets are used For result analysis. Size of each datasets is different like 11, 12, 13 and 500. Same input dataset is provided to both systems and result is recorded. Below are observation tables:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Input dataset size</th>
<th>Expected result</th>
<th>Obtained Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spam Detector</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FraudInformer</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spam Detector</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FraudInformer</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Input dataset size</th>
<th>Expected result</th>
<th>Obtained Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spam Detector</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FraudInformer</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Input dataset size</th>
<th>Expected result</th>
<th>Obtained Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spam Detector</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FraudInformer</td>
<td></td>
<td>315</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table- III: Observation Table for third dataset**

**Table- IV: Observation Table for fourth dataset**

![Fig. 2. Analysis of Table I](image)

![Fig. 3. Analysis of Table II](image)

![Fig. 4. Analysis of Table III](image)
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![Fig. 5. Analysis of Table IV](image)

From above obtained result it is observed that Spam detector performs better than FraudInformer in terms of accuracy.

V. CONCLUSION

Spam detector introduces and enclose a novel spam detection framework. This is based on features weight calculation to label reviews in rank-based labeling approach. In addition, to increase the accuracy, Spam Detector also calculates the importance and weight of each feature which output better performance and hence we can conclude that Spam Detector can beat existing method in terms of accuracy. This same work can be extended to identify spammer community instead of identifying only fake and spam reviews.
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